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Date: 1999
Note: Date de composition : 1999
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Editions of this work

enregistrements (1)

→ Byzantine mosaic ; After a war with some hope through the rain. - Memories of the ancestors
Material description: 1 disque compact (52 min 36 s) : DDD
Note: Note sur l'enregistrement : La-Chaux-de-Fonds. - ch. - L’Heure bleue. - 20091028. - 20091030
Premiers enregistrements mondiaux
Compositeur: Svetislav Božić
Piano: Jasmina Kulaglich
Link: catalogue

Pages in data.bnf.fr

This page in data.bnf.fr lab

After a war with some hope through the rain in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages
This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb16619620p

Sources

Byzantine mosaic [Enregistrement sonore] ; After a war with some hope through the rain ; Memories of the ancestors / Svetislav Božić, comp. ; Jasmina Kulaglich, p. Naxos 9.70162

Generated on 2019-04-27 from https://data.bnf.fr/en/16619620/svetislav_bozic_after_a_war_with_some_hope_through_the_rain/
Naxos (2012-08-17)